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One-of-a-kind Promotions

Custom molding process makes endless possibilities for your unique USB

Included in our broad product line at All-In-One® are our
custom-molded PVC USB drives to fulfill your customer’s
exact needs. Each product made at All-In-One® is individually
crafted and inspected for precise imprint and logo accuracy.
As the leader in custom USB drives, we make it a breeze to
place an order. Simply send us a logo or photo and we will
create a virtual proof to show your client for approval.
Then, we produce your custom PVC USB drive. Easy as that.
The process uses our expert PVC molding to create a high
level of detail and craftsmanship, with endless possibilities for
product design. Customized PVC drives can be molded into a
wide variety of 2D and 3D shapes and colors using Pantone
Matching Systems to create the exact look and feel any client
desires.
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Distributors

choose Custom
PVC USB Flash Drives
with amazing results!

Custom USB Drive created for the We Bare Bears TV series

The Three Bears custom drive project, created for the
We Bare Bears television show on Cartoon Network is
one of All-In-One’s® remarkable case studies because the
distributor’s client packaged them into a limited-edition
version of Jenga, the retail game. The unique drives,
coupled with novel packaging, proved to be a highly successful pairing and drove demand for higher quantities
and more frequent orders of the Three Bears USB drive.
This project involved All-In-One’s® expert graphics team
who created the artwork and collaborated with our skilled
factory team to recreate the Three Bears characters,
“Grizz” the Grizzly bear, “Pan Pan” the Panda bear, and
“Ice” the Polar Bear. The drive features smoothly rounded
organic shapes stacked on one another with a USB drive
hidden securely within the bears adding to the drive’s
novelty. The Three Bears custom drive project surpassed
the client’s expectations and they were so pleased with it
that it was showcased at Comic-Con!
Make your marketing dreams come true,
send us your idea today!

To see more
examples of
Custom PVC
USB Drives:
ASI 34256 • DC 101768 • PPAI 111343 • SAGE 50382 • UPIC ALLINONE
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